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Abstract

Progress with supervised Open Information001
Extraction (OpenIE) has been primarily lim-002
ited to English due to the scarcity of train-003
ing data in other languages. In this pa-004
per, we explore techniques to automatically005
convert English text for training OpenIE sys-006
tems in other languages. We introduce the007
Alignment Augmented Consistent Translation008
(AACTRANS) model to translate English sen-009
tences and their corresponding extractions con-010
sistently with each other — with no changes011
to vocabulary or semantic meaning which may012
result from independent translations. Using013
the data generated with AACTRANS, we train014
a novel two-stage generative OpenIE model,015
which we call GEN2OIE, that outputs for each016
sentence: 1) relations in the first stage and017
2) all extractions containing the relation in018
the second stage. GEN2OIE increases rela-019
tion coverage using a training data transforma-020
tion technique that is generalizable to multiple021
languages, in contrast to existing models that022
use an English-specific training loss. Evalua-023
tions on 5 languages — Spanish, Portuguese,024
Chinese, Hindi and Telugu — show that the025
GEN2OIE with AACTRANS data outperforms026
prior systems by a margin of 6-40% F1.1027

1 Introduction028

With widespread adoption of Deep Learning in029

NLP, Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) sys-030

tems have gone through a paradigm shift from us-031

ing rule-based, statistical systems to supervised032

neural models. However, both types of systems033

have been available in only a few languages – ear-034

lier because they required language-specific Ope-035

nIE insights, and now, because the requirement036

of annotated training corpus poses a major barrier,037

particularly for those languages that are considered038

low-resource.039

1Code and data will be released at github.com:xxx

Related tasks such as Semantic Role Labeling 040

face similar challenges in extending to multiple lan- 041

guages. X-SRL (Daza and Frank, 2020) addresses 042

this by automatic translation of English sentences 043

to the target language followed by label projection 044

to infer the semantic role labels in the translated 045

sentence. However, translating the sentence alone 046

may be insufficient for OpenIE because extractions 047

can include additional words absent in the sentence 048

or require some changes to the word morphology 049

used in the sentence. Although less prevalent in 050

English, these characteristics need to be addressed 051

in other languages. 052

X-SRL approach may be extended such that each 053

extraction can also be automatically translated and 054

subject, relation, object labels projected from En- 055

glish extractions. However, independent transla- 056

tion of sentence and extraction may introduce un- 057

wanted lexical (e.g. synonyms) or semantic (e.g., 058

change in gender) variations between the transla- 059

tions, as shown in Table 1. Such translation incon- 060

sistencies in the training data lead to invalid Ope- 061

nIE examples. 062

To maintain consistency between translations of 063

a sentence and its extractions, both the transla- 064

tions must use same words or their morphologi- 065

cal variants as much as possible. Hence, we pro- 066

pose Alignment Augmented Consistent Transla- 067

tion (AACTRANS), a seq2seq model that translates 068

the given input text in a way that is consistent with 069

a reference translation by biasing the translation to 070

use words similar to the reference. To ensure that 071

translations of sentence and extractions are consis- 072

tent with each other, we use AACTRANS model to 073

translate each of them with the same reference. In 074

Section 4.1, we describe the reference used in train- 075

ing and inference. 076

Both generation based (Kolluru et al., 2020b) 077

and labeling based (Ro et al., 2020) architectures 078

have shown competitive performance on English 079

OpenIE. However, labeling based models cannot 080
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Lexical Inconsistency
English Sentence
English Extraction
Spanish Sentence
Spanish Extraction (Indp)
Spanish Extraction (Const)

The shield of Athena Parthenos, sculpted by Phideas, depicts a fallen Amazon
<s> The shield of Athena Parthenos </s> <r> depicts </r> <o> a fallen Amazon </o>
El escudo de Atena Parthenos, sculptado por Phideas, representa un Amazonas fallecido

<s> El escudo de Atena Parthenos </s> <r> representa </r> <o> un Amazonas caído </o>
<s> El escudo de Atena Parthenos </s> <r> representa </r> <o> un Amazonas fallecido </o>

Semantic Inconsistency
English Sentence
English Extraction
Spanish Sentence
Spanish Extraction (Indp)
Spanish Extraction (Const)

The discovery was remarkable as the skeleton was almost identical to a modern Kuvasz
<s> skeleton </s> <r> was </r> <o> almost identical to a modern Kuvasz </o>

Un descubrimiento notable porque fósil era casi idéntica a un Kuvasz moderno
<s> skeleto </s> <r> era </r> <o> casi idéntica a una Kuvasz moderna </o>

<s> fósil </s> <r> era </r> <o> casi idéntica a un Kuvasz moderno </o>

Table 1: OpenIE examples transferred from English to Spanish, using both Independent (Indp) and Consistent
(Const) translations. Independent translation results in inconsistencies which may have the same meaning (by
using synonyms, fallecido vs. caído) or may change the meaning (changing gender from male to female, moderno
to moderna). Consistent translation avoids these issues, resulting in better quality of training data.

naturally introduce new words or change mor-081

phology of sentence words required in some lan-082

guages. Therefore, we use a new generative model,083

GEN2OIE, that contains two stages: the first stage084

produces all the relations in the sentence and the085

second stage generates the extractions containing086

the given relation. We also use a training heuristic087

specific to two stage models that increases relation088

coverage across multiple languages.089

Our major contributions are that we:090

1. introduce a novel technique for transferring091

data from English to other languages using092

the AACTRANS model and label projection,093

2. propose two-stage generative model,094

GEN2OIE, for training OpenIE system095

in multiple languages,096

3. release OpenIE evaluation datasets for two In-097

dian languages, Hindi and Telugu, and098

4. outperform prior systems by 6-40% in F1 over099

five languages.100

2 Related Work101

The task of OpenIE involves extracting a set of102

<subject; relation; object> tuples from a sentence103

in an ontology-independent manner where all the104

fields in the tuple are phrases extracted from the105

original sentence. Each tuple is referred to as an ex-106

traction. We focus primarily on these three fields107

but our method can be easily extended to extract108

other fields such as location and time, generated by109

prior systems such as OpenIE-4 (Pal and Mausam,110

2016; Christensen et al., 2011).111

Many of the prior OpenIE systems, both non-112

neural (OpenIE-5 (Saha et al., 2017; Saha and113

Mausam, 2018), ClausIE (Del Corro and Gemulla, 114

2013)) and neural (RnnOIE (Stanovsky et al., 115

2018), OpenIE-6 (Kolluru et al., 2020a)) have 116

been deployed for English. Moreover, OpenIE 117

systems built for other languages often work only 118

for a single language due to their reliance on 119

language-specific resources. For example, Bassa 120

et al. (2018); Rahat and Talebpour (2018); Ro- 121

madhony et al. (2018); Guarasci et al. (2020); Pa- 122

padopoulos et al. (2021) focus on German, Per- 123

sian, Indonesian, Italian, and Greek. Claro et al. 124

(2019) present the importance of and various chal- 125

lenges involved with building multilingual Ope- 126

nIE systems. Neural models like Logician (Sun 127

et al., 2018) and CrossOIE (Cabral et al., 2020) 128

use language-specific training data. Reliance on 129

manually-annotated data or language-specific re- 130

sources makes it infeasible to develop systems for 131

the plurality of languages in the world, due to 132

the cost and effort involved. However, our au- 133

tomated data conversion method can handle even 134

low-resource languages like Telugu. 135

Non-neural systems such as PredPatt (White 136

et al., 2016) and ArgOE (Gamallo and Gar- 137

cia, 2015) work for multiple languages by us- 138

ing CoNLL-X and Universal Dependency parses 139

respectively, to extract predicate-argument struc- 140

tures. Owing to their pipelined nature, their per- 141

formance is below that of neural systems like 142

Multi2OIE (Ro et al., 2020). Multi2OIE is a two- 143

stage labeling model that works for English, Span- 144

ish and Portuguese. GEN2OIE extends this 2- 145

stage design to the generative paradigm which al- 146

lows for better modeling of the OpenIE task. The 147

underlying mBERT encoder in Multi2OIE allows 148

for cross-lingual generalization across various lan- 149

guages even after training with only English su- 150
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pervised data. However, dependence on zero-shot151

generalization limits the performance of the model.152

Using this model as the baseline, we find that we153

are able to achieve better performance by using154

training data generated for a specific language.155

Two types of methods have been proposed for156

constraining the outputs of the machine transla-157

tion systems: 1) altering the decoding algorithm158

(Hasler et al., 2018), or 2) modifying the train-159

ing methodology (Chen et al., 2020; Dinu et al.,160

2019). We follow the second approach for con-161

straining translations by AACTRANS to be consis-162

tent to that of a reference sentence. Unlike prior163

work which focuses on constraining translations of164

few words our task requires constraining the entire165

translation. We make of awesome-align (Dou and166

Neubig, 2021), an unsupervised word alignment167

technique (Och and Ney, 2003), that outputs the168

alignment between words in sentences of two lan-169

guages. Awesome-align is trained using only par-170

allel set of sentences in the two languages and gen-171

erates corresponding aligned target words for each172

source word.173

3 Notation174

For the transfer of OpenIE data from one language175

to another, we represent the source language2 as E176

and the target language as F. Further, we use sentE177

and extE to represent a sentence and extraction178

in the source language and aact-sentF and aact-179

extF to represent the transferred sentence and ex-180

traction in the target language.181

To aid in the translation of extractions, we cre-182

ate a sub-sentence from each extraction by concate-183

nating the phrases in all the fields of the extrac-184

tion. The order of concatenation is such that the185

formed sub-sentence is grammatically valid. We186

refer to this sub-sentence as an ext-sentence and187

represent it as esL, where the subscript L repre-188

sents its language. For most English extractions,189

the ext-sentence corresponds to concatenating the190

fields in the order of subject, relation and object.191

However, other languages may follow a different192

order or allow for multiple orders. We rely on193

the output of system that translates the English ext-194

sentence to determine the ext-sentence in other lan-195

guages. Moreover, each extraction can be seen as196

a labeling over the words of ext-sentence with ei-197

ther the Subject, Relation or Object tags. Tags for198

each word in the ext-sentence can also be regarded199

2In the current work, we always use English as source

as the extraction. 200

4 Crosslingual Data Transfer 201

In this section we describe the technique used 202

to convert OpenIE training data from source lan- 203

guage E to a target language F. The source 204

sentence, sentE , and all its corresponding ext- 205

sentences, esE , are consistently translated to lan- 206

guage F (Section 4.1), and then, for each extraction 207

in language E, extE , the S, R or O labels are pro- 208

jected to the translated ext-sentence, esF , to form 209

the extraction, extF , in language F (Section 4.2). 210

Figure 1 describes the pipeline with the help of an 211

example. 212

4.1 Consistent Translation 213

We introduce a new Seq2Seq-based translation 214

model called Alignment Augmented Consistent 215

Translation (AACTRANS) to ensure that sentences 216

and ext-sentences are translated consistently from 217

languages E to F. We define two translations as 218

consistent if similar phrases have same grammat- 219

ical structure, vocabulary and morphology while 220

allowing for minimal changes necessary to ensure 221

fluency. 222

To ensure consistency among translations of 223

multiple pieces of text (both the sentence and re- 224

spective ext-sentences present in an English Ope- 225

nIE instance), we make use of a reference text in 226

language F to guide all of their translations. By 227

individually maintaining consistency with the ref- 228

erence, their respective translations end up being 229

consistent to one another as well. 230

To generate a translation f (language F) of text 231

e (language E), consistent with a reference r (lan- 232

guage F), we use the following procedure. 233

Firstly, given e = e1e2 . . . eN and r = r1r2 . . . rM , 234

we find the set of aligned words Aei={rj} for each 235

word ei in e, using a word alignment model. 236

Secondly, the aligned text e′ is constructed by 237

concatenating each of the words ei in e, with their 238

aligned words Aei , using ## as a separator (shown 239

as <1>, <3> → <4> and <2>, <3> → <5> in Fig- 240

ure 1). If ei is aligned to the words rj , rk (j < k), 241

then e′ contains ei ## rj rk #. If ei has no aligned 242

words, then e′ contains ei #. 243

Thirdly, the AACTRANS model takes e′ as input 244

and produces the sequence f as output, which rep- 245

resents a translation of e that is biased to use the 246

aligned reference words (shown as <4>→ <7> and 247

<5> → <8> in Figure 1). 248
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Figure 1: Crosslingual Data Transfer pipeline from English to Spanish. The sentence and ext-sentence in English
are aligned with a translation of the sentence. The AACTRANS model uses the aligned text to generate the final
consistent translations. Cross Lingual Projection (CLP) introduces S, R, O tags in the extraction.

Next we discuss the training and inference of249

AACTRANS model.250

Training: We use parallel sentences of languages251

E and F that are available in existing translation252

corpora for training the AACTRANS model. For253

each parallel sentence pair e and f, we use the sen-254

tence f itself as the reference r. Using the align-255

ments between the words of e and f, we form the256

input e′, as discussed. The AACTRANS Seq2Seq257

model is trained with e′ as input and f as output.258

Since e′ has words from f, the model learns to use259

them during training.260

Note that this is an easier task than standard261

translation as the aligned words provide a strong262

clue about the output sequence. However, the task263

still remains non-trivial as not all words in f may264

be aligned and the order of words in e may differ265

from the order in which they are present in e′.266

Inference: Here, we consistently translate English267

sentence sentE and each of its ext-sentences esE .268

We use an off-the-shelf translation system to trans-269

late sentE to language F, represented as t-sentF .270

t-sentF is used as the common reference r for con-271

structing aligned sentence al-sentEF and aligned272

ext-sentence al-sentEF from sentence sentE and273

ext-sentence esE , respectively. We then apply the274

trained AACTRANS model on al-sentEF and al-275

sentEF to generate target sentence aact-sentF276

and target ext-sentence aact-esF respectively.277

4.2 Crosslingual Label Projection (CLP)278

Each word in the target ext-sentence, aact-esF ,279

must be labeled with either the Subject, Relation,280

or Object tag to form the completed extraction in281

language F. The tags from the corresponding extE282

are projected onto aact-esF using the Crosslingual283

Projection algorithm (Faruqui, 2015) (described 284

in Appendix A), which uses word alignments be- 285

tween esE and aact-esF and produces as output, 286

the tags over aact-esF , giving extraction aact- 287

extF . The final set of <sentence, extractions> 288

pairs constitute the data for training OpenIE sys- 289

tem in language F . 290

Thus the overall flow is: 1) AACTRANS model 291

training is done on parallel corpus, 2) AACTRANS 292

model inference is applied on language E OpenIE 293

examples, 3) CLP projection is used to obtain the 294

labelled extractions, and 4) the generated data is 295

used to train OpenIE system like GEN2OIE, which 296

is discussed next. 297

5 Gen2OIE Model 298

To train OpenIE systems in multiple languages, we 299

use a novel GEN2OIE model that extends the 2- 300

stage design of Multi2OIE (Ro et al., 2020) to a 301

generative paradigm. The first stage generates all 302

possible relations and the second stage generates 303

all extractions that contain a given relation. 304

GEN2OIE can produce overlapping relations 305

and multiple extractions containing the same rela- 306

tion, thus overcoming the limitations of Multi2OIE 307

model. Moreover, due to its generative nature, 308

GEN2OIE can add new words or introduce changes 309

in morphology that may be necessary for produc- 310

ing correct extractions, which cannot be achieved 311

by labeling models. 312

Both the stages of the GEN2OIE (shown in Fig- 313

ure 2) use Seq2Seq models as follows: 314

Stage-1 Seq2Seq: The input sentence is passed to 315

the encoder and decoder generates a string formed 316

by concatenating the set of relations from all the 317

extractions, separated by an [SEP] token. During 318
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Figure 2: GEN2OIE model contains two Seq2Seq models. In Stage-1, it generates all relations in the sentence,
separated by an [SEP] token. For each detected relation in Stage-2, it generates extractions containing the relation.

training, the target relations are concatenated in the319

order in which they occur in the sentence. We find320

that a deterministic order is important for adding321

stability to the model training.322

Stage-2 Seq2Seq: To produce extractions corre-323

sponding to each relation generated in Stage-1, the324

relation r is concatenated with the input sentence325

s and passed to the encoder as “r [SEP] s”. The326

decoder is trained to generate all the extractions327

containing the relation r. Multiple extractions are328

separated by an <e> token and each extraction con-329

tains delimiters tokens to identify the various parts330

of the extraction. The surrounding <s>...</s>,331

<r>...</r> and <o>...</o> tokens are used to iden-332

tify the subject, relation and object phrases.333

Labeling models like OpenIE-6 (Kolluru et al.,334

2020a) have used constrained training to increase335

the relation coverage. However, the constraints are336

limited to English and specific to labeling architec-337

tures. We introduce a simple parts-of-speech based338

heuristic during Stage-1 training of GEN2OIE that339

increases the relation coverage in the generative340

paradigm while being applicable across languages.341

Relation Coverage Heuristic: We observe that for342

generating all possible extractions, all the verbs in343

the sentence must be contained in some relation.344

However, the extractions of training data may be345

incomplete and not satisfy this property. There-346

fore, during the training phase, we modify the in-347

put to the Stage-1 model by removing the verbs in348

the sentence which are not present in relation of349

any extraction. Thus the model learns that every350

verb must be included in some relation and applies351

the same during inference as well. Note that this352

heuristic does not effect Stage-2 model training.353

6 Confidence Scoring354

The word log probabilities assigned by the Stage-355

2 decoder can be summed up to be used as con-356

fidence score for the generated extraction. Simi-357

lar to Kolluru et al. (2020a), we also experiment 358

with using separate models for obtaining the confi- 359

dence scores of extractions generated by GEN2OIE 360

model. We use seq2seq and labeling models. 361

Both the models are trained with sentence, ex- 362

traction as the input, output pairs. Given the input 363

sentence, they compute the confidence scores by 364

summing up the word log probabilities assigned to 365

the extraction generated from GEN2OIE. 366

7 Experimental Setting 367

We train OpenIE systems in 5 languages, Spanish 368

(ES), Portuguese (PT), Chinese (ZH), Hindi (HI) 369

and Telugu (TE), by using the training data trans- 370

ferred from English to the respective language. For 371

training the Seq2Seq models used in the data gen- 372

eration pipeline and the OpenIE systems based on 373

the GEN2OIE architecture, we choose either the 374

mBART (Liu et al., 2020) or mT5 (Xue et al., 2020) 375

model depending on the particular language. Both 376

of them are pre-trained multilingual Seq2Seq mod- 377

els that are trained with a span denoising objec- 378

tive on a large corpus of text containing many lan- 379

guages. mBART is pre-trained on CC25 and mT5 380

is pre-trained on mC4 corpus which contain text in 381

25 and 101 languages, respectively. Since mBART 382

does not support Portuguese and Telugu, we use 383

mT5 for these two languages and mBART for the 384

remaining 3 languages. Although mT5 supports 385

all the 5 languages, we use it for only the two lan- 386

guages as it depends on TPUs3 for efficient train- 387

ing, which are expensive to use, while mBART can 388

be trained using the fairseq library4 on GPUs. We 389

use the default hyperparameters recommended for 390

these models and they are reported in Appendix D. 391

Training Datasets: For training the AACTRANS 392

model, we make use of parallel English, language 393

F sentences available in standard translation cor- 394

3https://cloud.google.com/tpu
4github:pytorch/fairseq
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EN ES PT ZH HI TE

Translation
Train - 1.9M 5M 1M 1.6M 4.8M
Test - 38473 99,087 2001 2507 2390

OpenIE
Train 91K 91K 91K 91K 91K 91K
Test 641 594 594 3833 100 100

Table 2: Data statistics for OpenIE examples and (En-
glish, language F) parallel sentences.

pora using the method described in Section 4. For395

Spanish we use parallel sentences from EuroParl396

corpus (Koehn et al., 2005), and for Portuguese397

we use a subset of the ParaCrawl corpus (Bañón398

et al., 2019), as chosen by Lopes et al. (2020). For399

Hindi we use the IIT-B corpus (Kunchukuttan et al.,400

2018), and for Telugu we use the Samanantar cor-401

pus (Ramesh et al., 2021). For Chinese we use the402

data released for WMT19 (Barrault et al., 2019).403

We list the BLEU scores of the various systems in404

Appendix C.405

We use the OIE4 training corpus from Kolluru406

et al. (2020b) and transfer it to other languages for407

training OpenIE systems.408

Evaluation Datasets and Metrics: For evaluating409

translation systems we use the test sets available in410

the respective corpora and use SacreBLEU (Post,411

2018) as the metric.5 For evaluating different Ope-412

nIE systems we use the Optimal F1 and Area Under413

Curve (AUC) as computed by the CaRB (Bhard-414

waj et al., 2019) scoring function. For Spanish,415

Portuguese OpenIE we use test sets provided in416

Ro et al. (2020). For Chinese OpenIE, we ran-417

domly choose 10% of the SAOKE dataset (Sun418

et al., 2018).419

In order to evaluate our method on medium and420

low resource languages, we annotate new OpenIE421

test sets in Hindi and Telugu. Human annotators422

(two for each language) who are fluent in both the423

language and are knowledgeable about the Ope-424

nIE task translated 100 randomly chosen sentences425

and their corresponding extractions from CaRB426

test set.427

Table 2 lists the number of examples in different428

languages used for training and evaluating transla-429

tion and OpenIE systems.430

8 Experiments431

We perform experiments to answer the questions:432

5BLEU+case.mixed+numrefs.1+smooth.none+tok.intl+version.1.5.1

Model EN

F1 AUC

IMoJIE 53.6 33.3
IGL 52.5 33.8
CIGL 54 36
OpenIE6 52.7 33.7
Multi2OIE 52.5 31.6
GENOIE 52.1 30.3
GEN2OIE w/o RC 51.9 29.7

GEN2OIE 54.0 32.0
(seq2seq-rescore) 54.4 32.1
(label-rescore) 54.2 38.5

Table 3: Performance of OpenIE systems in English,
evaluated with the CaRB metric. GEN2OIE along with
Label Rescoring produces the best performance.

1. How effective is the GEN2OIE model for the 433

task of OpenIE? 434

2. What is the quality of data generated with the 435

AACTRANS+CLP pipeline, assessed by per- 436

formance of systems trained with it, and how 437

does it compare with alternative methods of 438

data generation? 439

3. What are the roles of different components in 440

the GEN2OIE and AACTRANS+CLP data? 441

8.1 Effectiveness of GEN2OIE 442

To study the baseline monolingual effectiveness of 443

GEN2OIE, we first train and evaluate the system on 444

English data. The results are shown in Table 3. We 445

compare with previously proposed English Ope- 446

nIE models such as Multi2OIE (Ro et al., 2020), 447

OpenIE6 (Kolluru et al., 2020a) and IMoJIE (Kol- 448

luru et al., 2020b). We also consider individual 449

components in OpenIE6, the IGL and Constrained- 450

IGL (CIGL) architectures. CIGL achieves the 451

highest performance among all prior models but 452

uses of English specific constraints in training. 453

We find that GEN2OIE, which uses the proposed 454

language-agnostic relation coverage (RC), matches 455

the performance of CIGL with 54% F1. However, 456

its AUC remains lower. Therefore, we rescore the 457

generated extractions with seq2seq and labeling- 458

based rescoring models (Section 6). This results 459

in a new state of the art for English in F1 and 460

AUC with the labeling-based rescoring resulting in 461

a 2.5% gain over CIGL in AUC. 462

To further analyze the effectiveness of our 2- 463

stage architecture, we introduce another model 464

called GENOIE that outputs all extractions for a 465
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Model Training Data ES PT ZH HI TE

F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC

(Faruqui, 2015) English 45.5 28.6 48.5 31.5 13.7 3.3 42.4 22.3 40.6 22.2
Multi2OIE English 60.0 41.5 60.2 41.1 23.7 8.1 24.5 7.2 19.5 5.5
Multi2OIE SentTrans+CLP 62.0 42.8 60.9 41.3 21.2 6.5 56.7 37.6 38.0 21.4

GENOIE
SentTrans+CLP 60.4 40.6 63.5 43.7 20.9 4.9 57.4 32.9 47.2 21.0
SentExtTrans+CLP 58.3 39.7 57.3 36.5 20.8 5.6 60.0 35.2 45.7 23.5
AACTRANS+CLP 60.8 41.3 63.9 44.8 23.1 5.9 58.3 34.3 47.9 23.3

GEN2OIE
SentTrans+CLP 64.2 44.6 65.6 50.0 29.0 8.9 61.6 37.7 49.7 21.7
SentExtTrans+CLP 64.7 46.1 63.7 45.5 29.3 10.2 62.0 38.7 50.4 24.9
AACTRANS+CLP 65.9 47.2 66.4 50.5 29.8 10.3 62.1 38.8 52.2 26.6

(seq2seq-rescore) AACTRANS+CLP 66.0 46.8 66.5 50.8 30.5 9.8 62.1 37.6 52.0 26.7
(label-rescore) AACTRANS+CLP 65.9 51.5 66.3 54.1 29.8 13.8 62.3 48.2 52.1 35.3

Table 4: F1 and AUC performance of OpenIE systems in Spanish (ES), Portuguese (PT), Chinese (ZH), Hindi (HI)
and Telugu (TE). Training with AACTRANS+CLP data shows strong performance with both GENOIE and GEN2OIE
models. Labeling-based rescoring improves AUC in all languages.

sentence as a single string, separated by an <e> to-466

ken. We find that using GENOIE results in (1.9,467

1.7)% drop in F1, AUC compared to GEN2OIE468

which leverages RC heuristic. We note that this469

heuristic cannot be applied to GENOIE as it in-470

volves removal of words in the input sentence that471

may appear in other fields of the extraction. RC472

heuristic is applicable to Stage-1 training as it only473

predicts the relations. We also report GEN2OIE474

performance without the RC heuristic.475

8.2 Quality of AACTRANS+CLP data476

In order to test the quality of the OpenIE examples477

generated using the AACTRANS+CLP pipeline, we478

train both the GENOIE and GEN2OIE models over479

the data generated for different languages. In Ta-480

ble 4, we compare it with examples generated from481

two other methods, SentTrans and SentExtTrans.482

SentTrans+CLP represents an adaptation of X-483

SRL (Daza and Frank, 2020) for OpenIE where484

only the sentence is translated and each extraction,485

which is expressed as labeling over the words in486

the sentence, are projected onto the translated sen-487

tence using the CLP algorithm described in Sec-488

tion 4.2. The projected extraction is now a labeling489

over the translated sentence and hence it uses the490

same morphology as the sentence and cannot add491

new words. SentExtTrans+CLP uses independent492

translation of English sentence and ext-sentences493

followed by CLP algorithm between the English494

and translated ext-sentences to transfer the labels.495

Although this allows for adding new words and496

changing morphology, it can result in a lack of con-497

sistency between the translations.498

We find that both GENOIE and GEN2OIE499

show consistent gains with AACTRANS+CLP data 500

across various languages, when compared with 501

SentExtTrans+CLP and SentTrans+CLP data. The 502

highest gain for consistent translation over indepen- 503

dent translation is (2.7, 5)% in F1, AUC for Por- 504

tuguese GEN2OIE. 505

We further use rescoring models that are trained 506

on the same AACTRANS+CLP data. Seq2seq- 507

based rescoring improves the F1 marginally but 508

labeling-based rescoring achieves significantly 509

higher AUC, with as much as 9.2% gain in Hindi. 510

We experiment with two versions of Multi2OIE: 511

1) trained only on English OpenIE data and ap- 512

plied to other languages in a zero-shot manner and 513

2) using language-specific training data generated 514

from SentTrans+CLP. We specifically choose Sent- 515

Trans+CLP data as all the extractions can be ex- 516

pressed as labels over the sentence, which is a re- 517

quirement for training Multi2OIE which is itself 518

a labeling model. We find that Multi2OIE model 519

trained with SentTrans+CLP data improves over 520

the zero-shot setting in all languages other than 521

Chinese (discussed below). However, it performs 522

significantly worse than GEN2OIE by (6.5, 2.7)% 523

in (F1, AUC) on average, even on training with the 524

same SentTrans+CLP data. This can be attributed 525

to Multi2OIE’s lack of capability to handle: 1) 526

overlapping relations, 2) multiple extractions per 527

relation, 3) adding auxiliary words or 4) changing 528

inflectional forms, as shown in Table 5. 529

We additionally compare with Faruqui (2015), 530

where the test sentence is translated into English, 531

extractions are generated using OpenIE6 and they 532

are projected back onto the test sentence. We find 533

that the system results in poor performance due to 534
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Sentence
Extractions

George Bluth Sr., patriarch of the Bluth family, is the founder and former CEO of the Bluth Company.
<s> George Bluth Sr. </s> <r> is patriarch of </r> <o> the Bluth family </o>
<s> George Bluth Sr. </s> <r> is </r> <o> the founder and former CEO of the Bluth Company </o>
<s> George Bluth Sr. </s> <r> is </r> <o> patriarch of the Bluth family </o>

Telugu
English
Extraction

షరోన్యొకక్దీరఘ్ కాలపర్ తయ్రిథ్ బెంజమిన్నెతనాయ్హునులికుడ్నాయకుడిగాఎనున్కునాన్రు
Sharon’s longtime rival Benjamin Netanyahu was elected as leader of Likud
<s> షరోన్యొకక్దీరఘ్ కాలపర్ తయ్రిథ్ ని </s> <o> లికుడ్నాయకుడిగా </o> <r> ఎనున్కునాన్రు </r>

Hindi
English
Extraction

जॉन लैंबटर् ने सरकार के साधन के रूप में जाना जाने वाला एक नया सं वधान सामने रखा
John Lambert put forward a new constitution known as the Instrument of Government
<s> एक नया सं वधान </s> <o> सरकार के साधन के रूप में </o> <r> जाना जाता है </r>

Table 5: Sentence and OpenIE predictions of GEN2OIE in English, Telugu and Hindi. It is capable of generating
overlapping relations (is, is patriarch of ), multiple extractions per relation (is), add auxiliary words (जाने -> जाता है
) or change inflection forms (పర్ తయ్రిథ్ ->పర్ తయ్రిథ్ ని ) as necessary.

Model (Data) ES ZH HI

F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC

GEN2OIE (AACTRANS+CLP) 65.7 47.2 29.8 10.3 62.1 38.8
GEN2OIE (AACTRANS w/o Sentence Consistency+CLP) 64.0 44.3 29.6 10.3 60.9 37.5
GEN2OIE w/o Relation Ordering (AACTRANS+CLP) 65.2 45.6 29.6 9.8 61.6 38.4
GEN2OIE w/o Relation Coverage (AACTRANS+CLP) 60.6 40.3 23.9 6.6 62.1 39.8

Table 6: Ablations of GEN2OIE model trained with AACTRANS+CLP data on ES, ZH and HI. We analyze the effect
of removing 3 components and re-training the model: 1. Sentence Consistency used in AACTRANS data generation,
and 2. Relation Ordering used and 3. Relation Coverage heuristic used in Stage-1 model training.

lack of language-specific training.535

We observe that all systems have low perfor-536

mance on Chinese. We attribute this to the vari-537

ous artifacts present in the SAOKE test set, that in-538

clude special relations such DESC, TIME, ISA, etc.539

Since these extractions cannot be generated in our540

pipeline, we observe performance of only 30.5%541

F1 with our best model, when compared to training542

GEN2OIE with SAOKE training data, which gives543

52.5% F1 and 32% AUC.544

8.3 Ablation Study545

We choose three representative languages to con-546

duct the ablation study — Spanish, Chinese, and547

Hindi. Portuguese and Telugu belong to the same548

language family as Spanish and Hindi, respectively.549

In Table 6, we show the results of individually re-550

moving components from the GEN2OIE trained on551

AACTRANS+CLP data.552

In AACTRANS w/o Sentence Consistency, we553

use regular translation of sentence while continu-554

ing to use consistent translation of extraction. This555

leads to a drop of (1.7, 0.2, 1.2)% pts in F1 for the556

three languages, respectively, and shows the impor-557

tance of using consistent translation on both the558

sentence and extraction.559

In GEN2OIE w/o Relation Ordering, we train560

Stage-1 GEN2OIE with randomly shuffled rela-561

tions. This reduces the performance as our model562

uses auto-regressive training which benefits from 563

following a fixed order, which we choose as the or- 564

der of occurrence of the relations in the sentence. 565

In GEN2OIE w/o Relation Coverage, we find that 566

performance decreases in Spanish and Chinese by 567

5.1% and 5.9% in F1, respectively, but remains the 568

same in Hindi, possibly due to the smaller number 569

of examples in the test set. 570

Error Analysis: We find that the AAC- 571

TRANS+CLP suffers from: 1) missing or 2) 572

wrong word alignments and 3) inability to label 573

discontinuous S, R, O phrases. We show examples 574

of these cases in Appendix B. 575

9 Conclusion 576

We develop a novel AACTRANS+CLP pipeline for 577

consistently transferring English OpenIE examples 578

to other languages and present a novel two-stage 579

generative model, GEN2OIE, for training OpenIE 580

systems in various languages. We show improve- 581

ments over the existing baseline of Multi2OIE, 582

with an average improvement of 19.5% in F1 and 583

10.6% in AUC. It is effective in five languages, 584

which is the largest number of languages covered 585

by a single OpenIE technique known to us. To en- 586

courage research in medium and low-resource lan- 587

guages, we additionally release new OpenIE evalu- 588

ation examples in Hindi and Telugu. 589
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Consistent Crosslingual Data Transfer for778

Open Information Extraction779

(Appendix)780

A Crosslingual Label Projection (CLP)781

In this section, we discuss CLP algorithm for pro-782

jecting labels from English extraction to other lan-783

guage. Consider English sentence, E: Dutil - Du-784

mas experiment was promoted by an organiza-785

tion called Encounter 2001 denotes and Spanish786

sentence, S: Experimento Dutil - Dumas fue pro-787

movido por una organización llamada Encounter788

2001. The word alignments between these sen-789

tences are listed in Figure 3 and equivalent phrases790

from the phrase extract algorithm are shown in791

Table 7. Consider the English extraction, (Du-792

mas experiment; was promoted; by an organiza-793

tion). For each phrase in the tuple, CLP algorithm794

looks for the highest BLEU match phrase from Ta-795

ble 7. The subject phrase Dumas experiment has796

best BLEU match to Dutil - Dumas experiment and797

so the corresponding Spanish phrase Experimento798

Dutil - Dumas will be marked as subject. Note799

that the phrase Dumas experiment is not present in800

Table 7 because its aligned phrase is not continu-801

ous in Spanish sentence as can be seen in Figure 3.802

Similarly for the relation phrase was promoted, we803

find fue promovido from Table 7. Continuing the804

same algorithm, we get (Experimento Dutil - Du-805

mas; fue promovido; por una organización) as the806

final Spanish extraction.807

B Error Analysis808

We list three cases that decrease the quality of trans-809

ferred data using the AACTRANS+CLP pipeline.810

Missing word alignments: For example, English811

extraction, A couple of trojans have also been812

found orbiting with Mars translates to También se813

han encontrado un par de trojas en órbita con814

Mars in Spanish. The verb orbiting changes to815

the form en órbita (in orbit) (nominalization). The816

word en in Spanish does not align with any word817

in the English extraction as can be seen in Figure 4.818

So, projection of (A couple of trojans; have also819

been found; orbiting with Mars) leads to (un par820

de trojas; También se han encontrado; órbita con821

Mars) which is not fluent because of missing word822

en in the object phrase.823

In languages like Spanish and Portuguese, we824

found alignments to be of high precision but of-825

ten miss some alignments, as shown above. Next,826

we see how wrong alignments can affect projection 827

quality. 828

Wrong word alignments: Consider the following 829

English (E) and Hindi (H) ext-sentences, E: Many 830

organizations like the Samskrita Bharati are con- 831

ducting Speak Sanskrit workshops to popularize 832

Sanskrit and H: संस्कृता भारती जैसे कई संगठन सं- 833

स्कृ त को लोक प्रय बनाने के लए बोल संस्कृ त कायर्शा- 834

लाएं आयो जत कर रहे हैं . We find that the word the is 835

wrongly aligned to the hindi word, कर . So, the 836

subject phrase Many organizations like the Sam- 837

skrita Bharati does not have a continuous phrase in 838

Hindi sentence because it has many words till कर 839

that do not map to the subject phrase in English 840

sentence. Therefore, the CLP algorithm matches a 841

partial phrase Many organizations like which is the 842

best BLEU match to the given subject phrase and 843

its equivalent continuous phrase जैसे कई संगठन सं- 844

स्कृ त को gets tagged as subject in Hindi. Whereas 845

संस्कृता भारती जैसे कई संगठन संस्कृ त को would be an 846

ideal subject phrase. 847

Discontinuous phrases: Pharse extract in the CLP 848

algorithm assumes continuous phrases in English 849

map to continuous phrase in other language. This 850

assumption would lead to incomplete extractions 851

in the other languages. For example, consider En- 852

glish extraction E: (Winston Churchill; twice sug- 853

gested; naming a British battleship) and its Telugu 854

extraction sentence T: వినస్ట్ న్ చరిచ్ల్ రెండుసారుల్ బిర్ టి- 855

ష్యుదధ్ నౌకకు పేరుపెటాట్ లనిసూచించారు . The relation 856

phrase twice suggested is mapped as follows in Tel- 857

ugu: The word twice is mapped to రెండుసారుల్ and 858

suggested is mapped to సూచించారు . The equiva- 859

lent phrase twice suggested is no longer continuous 860

in Telugu language. CLP algorithm looks for best 861

BLEU match that results in matching to the phrase 862

twice and its equivalent రెండుసారుల్ is tagged as re- 863

lation. The ideal relation in this example would be 864

రెండుసారుల్ సూచించారు 865

C BLEU scores 866

Table 8 contains the BLEU scores of both the nor- 867

mal as well as consistent translations. We find that 868

the performance remains nearly the same, indicat- 869

ing that the improved OpenIE performance stems 870

from the consistency in the translations. 871

D Reproducibility 872

Compute Infrastructure: We use V100 (32 GB) 873

GPU for training the mBERT models and use TPU 874

v3-8 for training the mT5 models. 875
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Figure 3: Equivalent English and Spanish sentence with corresponding word alignments between them

Figure 4: Equivalent English and Spanish sentence with corresponding word alignments between them

English Phrases Spanish Phrases

Dutil - Dumas experiment Experimento Dutil - Dumas
Dumas Dumas
experiment Experimento
was promoted fue promovido
.... ....

Table 7: Mapped continuous phrases between English (E) and Spanish (S) language sentences from the phrase
extract algorithm
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BLEU ES PT ZH HI TE

Translation 45.2 48.4 26.8 20.5 7.0
AACTranslation 43.7 47.8 28.2 20.1 7.5

Table 8: BLEU scores of translation and AAC-
translation are similar showing that the performance im-
provement is because of the added consistency.

Hyper-parameters: We list the final hyper-876

parameters used for training mBART model in Ta-877

ble 9 and mT5 model in Table 10. We don’t con-878

duct any grid search and use the default hyperpa-879

rameters suggested in the respective systems.880

Number of parameters: mBART has 610 million881

parameters and mT5-base has 580 million parame-882

ters.883
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Hyper-parameter Value

Maximum tokens per batch 1024
Learning Rate 3e-5
LR Scheduler Polynomial Decay
Warmup Updates 2500
Dropout 0.3
Max Updates 40,000 (for OpenIE) and 1,00,000 (for translation)

Table 9: mBART hyperparameters

Hyper-parameter Value

Maximum tokens per batch 24576
Learning Rate 0.001
LR Scheduler Constant
Warmup Updates 0
Dropout 0.1
Max Updates 20,000 (for OpenIE) and 1,00,000 (for translation)

Table 10: mT5 hyperparameters
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